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1
Introduction

In the last 20 years, the rise of new hardware devices, ubiquitous wireless networks, and
widespread adoption of personal computing devices in everyday life, have allowed entry
into a new technological era in Human Computer Interaction (HCI). During the early days
of HCI, the context in which systems were used was strongly influenced by the place in
which computers were set up. Personal computers were primarily used in office environ-
ments or in factories to automate production. In such environments, the context of use was
relatively static, where computers were used for a limited set of functions (e.g., as arith-
metic calculators). However, with the rise of mobile devices in the late 1980’s and 1990’s,
this changed as devices became smaller, more portable with GPS and constant internet con-
nectivity. By the early 90’s, the first cellular phone to incorporate personal assistance and
internet connectivity features (e.g., e-mail) was the Simon Personal Computer developed
by BellSouth.1 These portable computers are now called smartphones.

The constant change of physical and social context in a user’s situation made possible
by the portability of mobile devices also means that the user’s attention becomes limited. If
a user wishes to perform a task on her smartphone (e.g., calling, texting, or reading a map),
this consumes her information processing resources. This makes it difficult to focus on
the surrounding environment or a given social situation. This can result in user frustration,
accidents, and an inefficient and ineffective means of interacting with smartphones. In other
words, it can result in situational impairments and negatively affect the user’s experience.
In order to deal with sensory and information overload, researchers and designers in HCI
have proposed different solutions. One solution from the field of context-aware computing
is to make use of context-awareness, so that mobile devices can sense, learn from, and
adapt to the user, thus freeing the user’s attentional resources. Another solution from the
field of multimodal interaction is to design and develop non-visual input techniques (such
as gestural or speech input), so that the user need not rely on his or her visual sense while
interacting with a smartphone in an urban setting.

This thesis draws from both of these solutions, where we introduce the concept of
minimal mobile HCI. The goal here is to design mobile interactions that require minimal
reliance on visual touchscreen interactions, so that they can be suitable for use in urban
settings. To explain the motivation behind introducing this concept and how it can help
design for good user experiences (Preece et al., 2002), some background is necessary. We

1http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-06-29/before-iphone-and-android-came-simon-the-first-
smartphone; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
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1. Introduction

give an overview of the broad field of mobile HCI, and two other closely related fields:
context-aware computing and multimodal interaction.

A visual illustration of each field that contributes to minimal mobile HCI is shown in
Fig. 3.1. In mobile HCI, the concern is studying how users interact with mobile technology
(e.g., optimizing touchscreen keyboard layout to increase user typing accuracy and effi-
ciency). In Context-aware computing, the concern is to design and develop technologies
that can sense user behavior and the environment to provide intelligent applications and
services (e.g., urban lampposts that turn on when their proximity sensors are activated). In
multimodal interaction, the concern is to design and develop technology that allows users
to interact with technology in a natural way (e.g., through voice- or gesture-based inter-
faces). Minimal mobile HCI, by contrast, complements and makes use of mobile HCI,
context-aware computing, and multimodal interaction, where the goal is to design and de-
velop technology that makes minimal use of users’ visual modality. Each of these fields
will be explained in detail below.

Multimodal Interaction
Context-aware 

Computing 

Minimal Mobile
Human Computer Interaction

Mobile 
Human Computer Interaction

Figure 1.1: Overview of the different fields related to this thesis.
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1.1. Background

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Mobile Human Computer Interaction

Mobile HCI is defined as the “study of the relationship (interaction) between people and
mobile computer systems and applications that they use on a daily basis” (Love, 2005,
p. 2). Whether this involves the design of a new technique to visualize off-screen objects
on a small mobile display, an application that allows uploading a photo to a social network,
or doing collaborative work by sharing a document on one’s mobile device, these are all
examples of mobile HCI. For our purposes, we are concerned with understanding users of
mobile devices, their capabilities and expectations, and how these influence the design of
mobile systems or applications. For mobile interaction, there are distinctive aspects that
pose interaction design challenges in providing the optimal user experience for users of
mobile devices. As reviewed by Chittaro (2009), these include:

• Hardware limitations: Small screen (cf., Zwick et al. (2005); Kärkkäinen and
Laarni (2002)), limited input and output channels

• Perceptual limitations: Noisy street, sunlight reflection, device is sometimes out-
side of the user’s line of sight (Obrenovic et al., 2007; Oulasvirta et al., 2005)

• Motor limitations: Voluntary movements when inside a moving vehicle, and the fat-
finger problem (higher portability by reducing the screen size comes at the expense
of target accuracy and precision (Kane et al., 2008; Parhi et al., 2006))

• Social issues: Awkwardness (e.g., a phone ring while at a conference), or in some
cultures, performing 3D motion gestures in front of strangers (Rico and Brewster,
2009)

• Cognitive limitations: Humans have a limited attention span (3-4 second bursts
(Oulasvirta et al., 2005), high stress and perceived workload (multitasking and inter-
ruption issues (Mcfarlane and Mcfarlane, 1997)), limited memory (working memory
4-7 items (Baddeley et al., 1974; Baddeley, 2003))

Each of these aspects influences the adoption of mobile technologies, and are relevant
for the future of mobile HCI. Essentially, a mobile context means users’ cognitive (e.g., at-
tention and memory), perceptual and motor resources are limited (Tamminen et al., 2004).
For example, consider the situation where a person is talking with a friend, and simultane-
ously scrolling through a map to navigate to the right destination and crossing the street.
This may pose safety issues. In short, more information presented to the user, while already
in a dynamic urban setting, can incur further sensory and information overload. In short,
visual attention in a mobile setting becomes a scarce cognitive resource. So what can be
done about this? New hardware and sensing capabilities have resulted in major innovations
in how we interact with computers, where two important trends in mobile computing and
HCI can address the problem of information and sensory overload. These trends that have
emerged are context-aware computing and multimodal interaction.
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1. Introduction

1.1.2 Context-aware Computing

Ubiquitous Computing

Over the last decade, the small form factor of mobile devices now allows users to carry
computers with them and use them in a variety of situations (Bentley and Barrett, 2012).
This gave rise to the challenge of how to make mobility transparent for the user, so that
users can access information wherever they are. This provision of contextualized informa-
tion anytime, anywhere, to the right persons as they go about their daily lives is part of this
emerging paradigm dubbed as ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991), context-aware com-
puting (Dey et al., 2001), pervasive computing (Ark and Selker, 1999), or more recently,
everyware (Greenfield, 2006).

Irrespective of the name given, a central tenet of this paradigm is the promise of popu-
lating our everyday lives with context-aware services that make interaction with the world
easier, more manageable, more enjoyable, and more efficient. This endeavor is made pos-
sible through embedding (at times personal and imperceptible) low-cost and low-power
sensors and devices into our everyday environment. Mark Weiser stated in the early 90’s
(Weiser, 1991) that when computers become a part of everyday life, it is essential that they
are easy to use, and ultimately disappear: “The most profound technologies are those that
disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistin-
guishable from it” (p. 66). One significant example has been the widespread adoption of
location-aware technologies such as GPS-enabled mobile devices (smartphones) and auto-
motive GPS, which have now become inextricably embedded in our daily lives.

Urban Computing

Progress in ubiquitous computing gradually gave rise to a closely related area of research
known as urban computing or urban HCI (Fischer and Hornecker, 2012; Paulos and Jenk-
ins, 2005). Urban computing is concerned with the interaction between humans and public
environments, such as cities, parks, or suburbs. It essentially refers to “the situation that is
composed of the built environment, the interface and any associated computer system, and
the social context” (Fischer and Hornecker, 2012, p. 307). Examples of research in this
area (Paulos and Jenkins, 2005) include pedestrian navigation, citizen journalism, urban
planning, rendezvousing, public displays, and window shopping.

One of the goals of urban computing is to enable so-called ’smart-cities’, which make
use of embedded sensors that allow seamless and invisible interaction in the user’s daily
life. However, for realizing smart cities, sensors need not be embedded directly in the en-
vironment. Smartphones, which are already equipped with a large number of sensors, can
enable so-called ‘smarter cities’. Interaction possibilities with smartphones, from social
networks through video capture, route planning, and interaction with public displays, have
transformed how we interact in an urban environment. Social networks allow us to connect
with friends and strangers while on the go (e.g., Facebook2 on smartphones); video capture
allows us to capture and store content about the environment, enabling so-called citizen
journalism (e.g., YouTube3); interaction with small and large public displays allows perva-

2https://www.facebook.com/; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
3http://www.youtube.com/; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
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1.1. Background

sive access to information in public places (Müller et al., 2010), and digital route planning
influences the routes we take in a city (e.g., Google Maps4).

Wearable Computing

Another related area is a trend in computing that promises to deliver what are called Wear-
able Computers (Mann, 1997). Recently, efforts towards providing a good user experi-
ence for wearable computers has resulted in what is informally dubbed as Glanceable User
Interfaces (UIs). The goal of such interfaces is to minimize attentional demands from
the user. Examples include Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) (Lucero et al., 2013; Cak-
makci and Rolland, 2006) such as Google Glass,5 smart wrist watches (Raghunath and
Narayanaswami, 2002) such as Apple’s anticipated iWatch,6 or other small sized touch
devices (Baudisch and Chu, 2009).

For all these devices, they are meant to be worn by the user on a daily basis and for
an indefinite amount of time. This means that the information presented to the user should
not be always in the user’s attentional spotlight, so as not to distract from other daily living
tasks – they should be ‘glanceable’. Some wearables, including Google Glass, additionally
support voice-based interaction, so that the user need not devote full visual attention to
performing interface tasks such as dialing a contact or requesting navigation instructions.
HMDs like Google Glass or NotifEye (Lucero et al., 2013) provide good examples of
minimal interaction, as they combine both non-visual interaction techniques with touch-
based interaction. This combination ensures a good user experience, especially when users
interact with them in outdoor, urban settings.

1.1.3 Multimodal Interaction

Multimodal Input

Multimodal user interfaces, in emphasizing human communication and motor skills, seek
to make human computer interaction more natural and more effective (Turk and Robert-
son, 2000). Multimodal interaction refers to the situation where the user is provided with
multiple modalities for interacting with a system, typically through natural means such as
speech, gaze or gestures. Specifically, multimodal interfaces “process two or more com-
bined user input modes (such as speech, pen, touch, manual gesture, gaze, and head and
body movements) in a coordinated manner with multimedia system output. They are a new
class of interfaces that aim to recognize naturally occurring forms of human language and
behavior, and which incorporate one or more recognition-based technologies (e.g. speech,
pen, vision)” (Oviatt, 2003, p. 286). Research in multimodal interaction is typically split
between multimodal input (e.g., use of speech, gestures, eye gaze) to control a system or
interface, and multimodal output which focuses on the type of feedback provided to users
when they interact with a device or interface. In this thesis, we focus mainly on multimodal
input.

4https://www.google.com/maps/; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
5http://www.google.com/glass/ ; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
6http://techcrunch.com/2013/04/01/apples-iwatch-is-actually-just-a-wrist-band-that-attaches-to-your-iphone-

ipad/ ; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
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Multimodal interaction is closely related to a recent trend in Human Computer Interac-
tion that aims to provide what are called Natural User Interfaces (NUIs) (Jain et al., 2011).
As stated by Jain et al. (2011), this class of interfaces enables users to interact with comput-
ers in the way we interact with the world. An important element of such natural interaction
is the use of 3D gestures. However gestures alone do not suffice to allow seamless natu-
ral interaction, as the user still needs to receive feedback from the system on a performed
gesture (Norman, 2010). This is usually complemented by the use of touchscreen buttons,
menus, auditory or speech feedback, or some kind of visual feedback from the system.
This is an important aspect for provision of minimal mobile interactions that make use
of non-visual interaction techniques such as 3D gestural input. For such minimal interac-
tion, complementing user interaction with minimum visual interaction (e.g., feedback on
actions) is necessary to provide a minimally attention demanding user experience.

Eyes-Free Mobile Interaction

Interaction with smartphones is typically achieved through touchscreen interaction, where
information is usually presented visually. However, user attention is a scarce resource
during interaction (Oulasvirta et al., 2005), especially under mobile settings (e.g., crossing
the street). To address the issue of limited visual attention for mobile users, researchers and
designers have attempted to make use of non-visual modalities when designing interfaces.
These interfaces rely on auditory (Vazquez-Alvarez and Brewster, 2011; Li et al., 2008;
Zhao et al., 2007) or gestural/haptic interaction (Ashbrook et al., 2011; Ketabdar et al.,
2010c; Baudisch and Chu, 2009) with smartphones in order to minimize the need for visual
attention. This wave of research is known as multimodal ‘eyes-free’ interaction (Yi et al.,
2012; Brewster et al., 2003).

Given the cognitive burdens associated with urban environments, and the social and
interactional limitations of using smartphones in such settings, eyes-free interaction pro-
vided at least initially a suitable goal for mobile interaction designers. When analyzing the
motivations behind using eyes-free interaction from a user-centered perspective, Yi et al.
(2012) found that motivations fell along two dimensions: context dependency (independent
vs. contextual) and physicality (physical vs. human). Under these dimensions, motivations
were clustered:

1. Environmental (contextual + physical), which includes enabling operations under
extreme lighting conditions and improving safety in task-switching

2. Social (contextual + human), which includes fostering social respect, avoiding inter-
ruption of human activities, and protecting private information

3. Device (independent + physical), which includes enabling operations with small or
no screens and enabling multitasking on the same device

4. Personal (independent + human), which includes entertainment, desire for self-
expression, and lower perceived effort

Given the foregoing issues, eyes-free interaction can be used to address the attentional
demands that our smartphones require of us, as well as ease the multitasking costs and frus-
tration that arises out of smartphone use in urban settings (Tamminen et al., 2004). More-
over, it provides one solution to the ‘fat-finger’ problem (cf., Baudisch and Chu (2009)),
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1.2. Research

which occurs as a a result of the small screen size of mobile displays Chittaro (2006);
Brewster (2002); Forman and Zahorjan (1994).

Evaluating Usability and User Experience

While there has been much work designing and developing such eyes-free interaction tech-
niques, the usability and user experience (UX) issues associated with these techniques is
an ongoing research effort within the HCI, ubiquitous computing as well as more gener-
ally the User Experience communities. Usability here is based on the ISO 9241-11 (1998)
definition:

“The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve spec-
ified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context
of use.”

Likewise for UX, we make use of the ISO 9241-210 (1994) definition:

“A person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated
use of a product, system or service.”

This means that all the research carried out in this thesis involved rigorous user testing,
whether quantitative (e.g., Likert-scale questionnaires, duration analysis) or qualitative
(video analysis, focus groups, interviews). Investigating these issues in mobile interac-
tions that make minimal use of visual touchscreen interaction is crucial to the adoption of
such ’eyes-free’ interaction methods, and is the topic of this thesis.

From a practical perspective, while research efforts dedicated to providing complete
eyes-free interaction solutions have shown such interaction techniques to be usable within
research contexts (e.g., Vazquez-Alvarez and Brewster (2011); Williamson et al. (2007);
Zhao et al. (2007); Brewster et al. (2003)), interaction designers still largely rely on the
touchscreen model for smartphone interactions despite the lack of screen space on a mobile
screen (Brewster, 2002; Forman and Zahorjan, 1994). This is used to support typical user
tasks for mobile interaction, such as calling, texting, taking photos, or playing games. This
can be seen from for example Android’s Design Guidelines for gestural interaction7 or
Apple’s iOS Human Interface Guidelines for User Experience.8

1.2 Research

1.2.1 Outline
This thesis examines whether we can reduce the attentional costs and ultimately improve
the user experience associated with smartphone use. We introduce the concept of mini-
mal mobile human computer interaction, a subset of eyes-free mobile interaction that al-
lows minimal combination of the visual modality with other sensory modalities to mini-
mize attentional demand, frustration, and situational impairments when users interact with

7http://developer.android.com/design/patterns/gestures.html; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
8http://developer.apple.com/; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
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1. Introduction

smartphones. Our goal is to design mobile interactions that require minimal reliance on
touchscreen interactions, in order to enhance users’ experience of interacting with their
smartphones. Especially in an urban context where interaction costs (whether perceptual,
cognitive, motor, or social) are higher.

Research statement: This thesis investigates the usability and user experience
issues associated with minimal mobile human computer interaction.

We carried our research in different domains: Urban Interaction (Chapter 1, 3), Playful
Interaction (Chapter 2, 5), Task Independent Interaction (Chapter 4), User Authentication
(Chapter 6). A summary of how each thesis part relates to each chapter and study, the
system/technique under investigation, the domain, and the publication source, are shown in
Table 1.1. The common denominator across all studies was ensuring rigorous user testing
(whether in the laboratory or in the wild), with the goal of improving the usability and user
experience (UX) of the designed minimal mobile interactions. To this end, we focus on
two main themes of mobile interaction design:

1. Minimizing mobile interaction by making use of context-awareness (Part I)

2. Minimizing mobile interaction by making use of gestural input techniques (Part II).

Chapter Study / RQ System / Technique Domain Publication
2 LMM Location-aware Urban Exploration El Ali et al. (2010)

RQ1 Multimedia Messaging

Pa
rt

I 3 Playful LMM Location-aware Playfulness, Urban El Ali et al. (2011)
RQ2 Multimedia Messaging

4 Route Planner Exploration-based Urban Exploration El Ali et al. (2013b)
RQ3 Route Planner

5 Gesture Errors 3D Gestural Task-independent El Ali et al. (2012)
RQ4 Interaction

Pa
rt

II 6 Playful Gestural Interaction Magnet-based Playfulness, Music El Ali and Ketabdar (2013)
RQ5 ADI

7 Gestural Authentication Magnet-based User Authentication El Ali et al. (2013a)
RQ 6 ADI

Table 1.1: Summary of each thesis chapter.

1.2.2 Research Questions

In Part I of the thesis, we focus on context-aware computing. To design and evaluate
minimal mobile interactions, we start by investigating the contextual factors associated with
location-based media production and consumption by city residents (LMM Study). To do
this, we evaluated a location-aware multimedia messaging (LMM) system that allows users
to create multimedia content anchored to locations. The LMM system provides a suitable
use case for investigating minimal mobile interaction, since the multimedia messages are
automatically anchored to the location they were created at. This allows a more restricted
but simpler form of interaction with user generated multimedia content. Additionally, the
Augmented Reality (AR) presentation output of these messages makes interaction easier

8



1.2. Research

for users, particularly in an urban setting where user attentional resources are limited. We
conducted a pilot ethnographic study to evaluate participant interaction with the LMM
prototype. Given the early stage of our prototype and the short duration of the pilot tests,
we followed up with another longitudinal study using instead a multi-modal diary method.
We ask:

RQ 1: How do users create and interact with urban location-based content,
and how should this impact the design of future Location-aware Multimedia
Messaging systems?

From our findings on how users interact with LMM systems (LMM Study), it became
evident that the primary goal for users was to use the LMM system to facilitate playfulness.
However, the simplicity of the context-awareness in the LMM app and AR presentation
(i.e., the designed minimal mobile interactions) were limited in providing the desired play-
ful experience that users wanted. To investigate this limitation, we took our findings from
Study 1 and used them as a case study to analyze in more analytical detail the qualities
of playful experiences (Playful LMM Study). Specifically, how can LMM systems provide
fun and playful user experiences. Our analysis gave rise to three primary problems (listed
below) that emerge when designing simple, playful interactions. From analyzing these
problems, we drew design considerations for playful human computer interaction in urban
settings, addressing explicitly:

1. How playful experiences can be inferred

2. How playful experiences be maintained over time

3. How playful experiences be measured

In this chapter, we ask:

RQ 2: How can location-aware multimedia messaging (LMM) systems be
used to support playful urban interactions?

While the LMM Study and Playful LMM Study focused on the overall user experience
and elicited playfulness of multimedia messaging behavior at urban locations, these studies
also showed that urban interactions take place across locations, rather than isolated loca-
tions. To account for the connectedness of urban interactions across locations, we followed
up with the Route Planner Study to design a system that allows pedestrians to explore a
city. To design such a system, we reasoned that the movement of city photographers can
tell us something about interesting routes in a city. To maintain the requirement of design-
ing minimal mobile interactions, we wanted to avoid burdening users in supplying lengthy
user preferences. Therefore, we made use of a smartphone’s context-aware capabilities
(in this case, location sensing using GPS). To do this, we made use of the geotagged data
provided by the photo sharing website Flickr.9 We ask:

RQ 3: How can we automatically generate routes to support pedestrians in
exploring a city?

9
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LMM Study

Playful LMM

Route Planner 
Study

Part I
Context-awareness

Increased 
playfulness

Connecting 
locations

(a)

Gesture Errors 
Study

Playful Gestural 
Interaction Study

Gestural 
Authentication 

Study

Part II
Gestural Input Techniques

Applied 
Use Case

Applied 
Use Case

(b)

Figure 1.2: Relationship between the studies in this thesis.

The first three studies (LMM Study, Playful LMM Study, Route Planner Study) in Part I
of the thesis showed that context-awareness can contribute to the design of minimal mobile
interactions, which makes user interactions in urban settings simpler and more playful. A
visual summary of the relationship between each study in Part I is shown in Fig. 1.2(a).

To investigate gestural input techniques, in the second theme of our thesis (Part II), we
investigated 3D gesture-based interaction. This input interaction method allows for eyes-
free mobile interaction, which frees the user’s visual attention. However, such techniques
are error-prone, which can incur additional processing costs from users when in a crowded
setting or when encumbered. Therefore, we needed to understand how users deal with
errors in 3D gesture-based interaction, and investigate which set of gestures provides the
best user experience (Gesture Errors Study). In this work, we ask:

RQ 4: What are the effects of unrecognized 3D gestures on user experience,
and how do these affect the design of error-tolerant 3D gesture sets?

While the Gesture Errors Study focused on the usability of 3D gesture-based inter-
action, we mainly looked at task-independent interaction. Looking at task-independent
interaction was necessary to investigate the usability issues associated with performing 3D
gestures, as pairing with tasks may have influenced gesture performance and preference.
Given the promise of gesture-based interaction, we revisited how this form of interaction
can be applied in an actual domain. Moreover, given the problematic nature of supporting
playful experiences uncovered in the Playful LMM Study, we revisited the domain of play-
ful mobile interactions. For this study (Playful Gestural Interaction Study), we investigated
how 3D gesture-based interaction can be synergistically coupled with minimal touchscreen
interaction to facilitate playfulness. To do this, we looked at gestural control made pos-
sible by magnet-based Around Device Interaction (ADI), which allows users to interact
with their smartphones by gesturing around the smartphone device using a properly-shaped
magnet. Here, we investigated how gestures can be used to support playful music compo-
sition and gaming. Using three musical applications (Air Disc-Jockey, Air Guitar, Air

9http://www.flickr.com/; last retrieved: 01-08-2013
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GuitaRhythm), we investigated whether this paradigm can be effectively used to support
playful music composition and gaming on mobile devices. Here, we ask:

RQ 5: How can 3D gestural interaction support playful music composition
and gaming on smartphones?

As an additional example of 3D gesture-based interaction in daily mobile interactions,
we look at a common task performed by mobile users: authentication. User authentication
has a long history in computing, and represents an essential component of data security
and privacy (Cranor and Garfinkel, 2005). Understanding how users interact using se-
curity methods is of paramount importance, given the common task of unlocking one’s
mobile device (e.g., PINs) or entering passwords to access private data. However, a fun-
damental challenge when designing and implementing any security method is to ensure
that the method is both usable by users, and at the same time providing sufficiently strong
security against any kind of adversarial attack. To preserve the requirement of designing
minimal mobile interactions, we look at 3D gestural interaction (Gestural Authentication
Study). This gestural interaction, as in the Playful Gestural Interaction Study, also makes
use of magnet-based ADI, wherein users can gesture around a smartphone with a mag-
net to execute some smartphone function. In this case, 3D gestural authentication allows
users to gesture for example their signature around the device, and if the performed sig-
nature matches the recorded signals of their initially recorded signature, then they would
be granted access to their device. To investigate the security and usability tradeoff of this
method, we designed and executed two separate usability and security studies. Here, we
ask:

RQ 6: How does 3D gestural interaction affect the usability and security of
mobile gestural user authentication?

A visual summary of the relationship between each study in Part II is shown in Fig. 1.2(b).

1.3 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis, split according to contribution type, are:

1.3.1 Empirical Findings
• Contextual factors in LMM production and consumption: In the LMM Study,

we collected longitudinal data on people’s multimedia messaging practices, and ana-
lyzed these reported activities using an episodic memory framework borrowed from
Cognitive Science. Our analysis provides insight into the contextual factors govern-
ing what, where, how and why people create and consume location-based multimedia
messages. This provided the groundwork for the need for minimal mobile interac-
tions, given the high information load incurred on users in urban settings.

• Digital information aids to support city exploration: In addition to showing how
exploration-based routes can be generated using sequence alignment methods , we
also empirically investigated through the Route Planner Study the role that different

11



1. Introduction

digital information aids play in supporting users to explore a city. The results of this
investigation provide user-driven findings into which digital information aids people
would like to make use of when they want to explore a city.

• Security verification of magnet-based gestural authentication: Using a 3D ges-
tural interaction framework for user authentication on smartphones, we replicate a
study that investigates the security of this authentication method (Gestural Authen-
tication Study). Our security analysis results provides further verification for the
security of the magnetic gestural user authentication method.

1.3.2 Methods

• Exploration-based city route planner method: To support pedestrians in exploring
a city (Route Planner Study), we adapted a sequence alignment method from bioin-
formatics for aligning DNA and protein, in order to align sequences of geotagged
photos on a grid partitioned map. Thereafter, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm was
modified to connect these aligned photo sequences for generating exploration-based
routes in small-sized cities that attract many tourists (e.g., Amsterdam).

• Automated Wizard-of-Oz gesture recognizer method: To investigate the usabil-
ity and user experience of 3D gesture-based interaction using accelerometer- and
gyroscope-equipped smartphones (Gesture Errors Study), we developed an auto-
mated Wizard-of-Oz method for 3D gesture recognition. This method, adapted from
speech recognition research, allows interaction designers to quickly and easily test
user frustration and tolerance to gesture recognition errors, as well as identify imme-
diately which gesture sets provide the best user experience.

1.3.3 Mobile Interaction Design

• Design recommendations for future LMM systems: Based on our LMM prototype
evaluation, and on the longitudinal data collected on multimedia messaging practices
(LMM Study), we distill design recommendations (Section 2.8) that interaction de-
signers can use for designing future context-aware systems that support recording
and sharing urban experiences.

• Design considerations for playful mobile HCI: Our empirical findings on how peo-
ple create and share experiences using LMM systems (LMM Study) led to a larger
analytical exposition of design considerations for designing and evaluating playful
human computer interactions (Playful LMM Study). From this case study, we dis-
till three design considerations (Section 3.7) that interaction designers should take
into account when designing and evaluating playful mobile interactions using LMM
systems.

• Design recommendations for error-tolerant 3D gestures: Using our automated
Wizard-of-Oz method for gesture recognition, we empirically tested (Gesture Errors
Study) two iconic gesture sets for use in smartphone gesture-based interaction. Our
investigation provides interaction designers with recommendations (Section 5.7) for
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which gesture sets are more robust to recognition failures, and which overall provide
the best user experience.

• Design recommendations for playful magnet-based ADI: By empirically investi-
gating how 3D gestural interaction can be used to support playful music composition
and gaming (Playful Gestural Interaction Study), we arrived at a set of design rec-
ommendations for designing playful interactions. These recommendations (Section
6.8) can be used by interaction designers who wish to use 3D gesture-based interac-
tion for creating playful user experiences in the music production domain, as well as
designing engaging 3D gesture-based games.

• Design recommendations for usable magnetic gestural authentication: As part
of our investigation into the security of 3D gestural user authentication (Gestural
Authentication Study), we investigated the usability and user experience issues as-
sociated with using this method. We distill design recommendations (Section 7.9)
that aid designers and developers in improving users’ experience when using this 3D
gesture-based method for privacy and security access.

1.4 Thesis Overview

Introduction

Conclusions

Chapter 2

Chapter 3 Chapter 4

Part I
Context-awareness

Chapter 5

Chapter 6 Chapter 7

Part II
Gestural Input Techniques

Figure 1.3: Alternative reading paths for the chapters in this thesis.

This thesis consists of six research chapters containing our core contributions plus a
concluding chapter. Each of the research Chapters 2 to 7 can be read individually, as the
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1. Introduction

contents of these chapters is largely independent of the other research chapters (except in
the Related Work section where a dependency is explicitly specified). However, we rec-
ommend reading each part chronologically for a more complete coverage of each research
theme. The alternative reading paths are shown in Fig. 1.3. Additionally, reading only this
introduction chapter and the conclusions in Chapter 8 gives a dense summary of the whole
thesis, and provides answers to the research questions. A summary of the research chapters
is given below:

Part I: Context-awareness

Chapter 2 - Contextual Factors in Location-Aware Multimedia Messaging: We address
the contextual factors surrounding location-based media production and consumption
(El Ali et al., 2010). We present a pilot study evaluating a prototype Location-aware
Multimedia Messaging (LMM) system, and a longitudinal multimodal diary study
(LMM Study) to gather insight into the relevant contextual factors that influence users
to use such systems in urban settings. The findings led to a set of design recom-
mendations for designing and developing future LMM systems. Additionally, the
observations made in this chapter serve as the groundwork for the analysis presented
in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3 - Case Study: Designing for Playful HCI: Based on the findings of the LMM
Study, this chapter presents an in-depth case study (El Ali et al., 2011) to address three
design problems for inferring, maintaining, and measuring playful urban experiences.
The chapter discusses in detail each of these design problems, and arrives at a set
of design considerations for how each problem can be addressed to optimize playful
interactions in urban location-based media production and consumption.

Chapter 4 - Automatic Exploration-based Route Planning: We address the problem
of how to support city residents and tourists wishing to explore a city (El Ali et al.,
2013b). We build an exploration-based route planner that leverages 5 years of geo-
tagged photos taken from the photo sharing website Flickr (Route Planner Study).
We evaluate our generated exploration-based route plans through a controlled labo-
ratory study, as well as through a web survey. Drawing on experience questionnaire
data, web survey responses, and user interviews, the findings led to a set of design
recommendations for going towards automatic data-driven approaches to support city
exploration, and the role different digital information aids play in supporting such ex-
ploration behavior.

Part II: Gestural Input Techniques

Chapter 5 - Effects of Error on Device-based Gesture Interaction: We focus on the
usability and user experience of 3D gesture-based interaction (El Ali et al., 2012);
specifically, what happens when 3D gestures performed by users are not recognized
(Gesture Errors Study). We present a controlled laboratory study to arrive at which
gesture set is more robust to recognition errors under varying error rates. Drawing
on experiment logs, video observations, participants feedback, and a subjective work-
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load assessment questionnaire, the findings led to a set of design recommendations
on which gesture sets provide the best overall user experience, and thus most suitable
for inclusion into today’s smartphones.

Chapter 6 - Playful 3D Gestural Interaction: Revisiting the issue of supporting playful
urban interactions presented in Chapter 2, this chapter makes use of a novel gesture-
based paradigm in mobile HCI to provide such support (Playful Gestural Interaction
Study). This chapter introduces 3D gestural interaction and its applied use in a playful,
music-related context (El Ali and Ketabdar, 2013). Using three musical applications
(Air Disc-Jockey, Air Guitar, Air GuitaRhythm), this chapter investigates whether 3D
gestures can be effectively used to support playful music composition and gaming on
mobile devices. Based on results from a controlled user study (measuring usability
and user experience questionnaire responses, users direct feedback, and video obser-
vations), we arrive at a set of design recommendations to inform the design of future
music-related smartphone applications that make use 3D gesture-based interaction.

Chapter 7 - Usability and Security Tradeoff in 3D Gestural Authentication: Another
common task that pervades urban interactions is user authentication. Using the 3D
gestural authentication technique introduced in Chapter 6, this chapter (Gestural Au-
thentication Study) investigates the usability and security trade-off in 3D gestural au-
thentication. To investigate this tradeoff (El Ali et al., 2013a), we replicate a con-
trolled security study to assess the vulnerability of this authentication method against
video-based shoulder surfing attacks. Additionally, in a separate controlled study, we
measure the usability and user experience issues associated with performing air ges-
tural signatures for smartphone security access. For this, we measure user experience
using experience, subjective workload, and trust questionnaires as well as analyze
performed signature durations. Our security analysis provides further validation of
the security of this authentication method, and with our user experience research, we
arrive at a set of design recommendations for optimizing the user experience of using
this magnetic gestural authentication method.

1.5 Thesis Origins

The work presented in this thesis is based on a number of research papers, all of which are
listed in the bibliography. These are:

Research Chapters

• Chapter 2: El Ali, A., Nack, F. & Hardman, L. (2010). Understanding contex-
tual factors in location-aware multimedia messaging. In Proceedings of the 12th in-
ternational conference on Multimodal Interfaces (ICMI-MLMI ’10), 2010, Beijing,
China.

• Chapter 3: El Ali, A., Nack, F. & Hardman, L. (2011). Good Times?! 3 Prob-
lems and Design Considerations for Playful HCI. In International Journal of Mobile
Human Computer Interaction (IJMHCI), 3, 3, p.50-65.
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• Chapter 4: El Ali, A., van Sas, S. & Nack, F. (2013). Photographer Paths: Sequence
Alignment of Geotagged Photos for Exploration-based Route Planning. In proceed-
ings of the 16th ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work and
Social Computing (CSCW ’13), 2013, San Antonio, Texas.

• Chapter 5: El Ali, A., Kildal, J. & Lantz, V. (2012). Fishing or a Z?: Investigating
the Effects of Error on Mimetic and Alphabet Device-based Gesture Interaction. In
Proceedings of the 14th international conference on Multimodal Interaction (ICMI
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• Chapter 6: El Ali, A. & Ketabdar, H. (2013). Magnet-based Around Device Inter-
action for Playful Music Composition and Gaming. To be published in International
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